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Abstract — Stock market portfolio management has remained successful in drawing attention of number of researchers from the fields of
computer science, finance and mathematics all around the world since years. Successfully managing stock market portfolio is the prime concern
for investors and fund managers in the financial markets. This paper is aimed to provide a walk-through to the stock market portfolio
management. This paper deals with questions like what is stock market portfolio, how to manage it, what are the objectives behind managing it,
what are the challenges in managing it. As each coin has two sides, each portfolio has two elements – risk and return. Regarding this,
Markowitz’s Modern Portfolio Theory, or Risk-Return Model, to manage portfolio is analyzed in detail along with its criticisms, efficient
frontier, and suggested state-of-the-art enhancements in terms of various constraints and risk measures. This paper also discusses other models to
manage stock market portfolio such as Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) Model.
Keywords – Stock market portfolio management; Efficient Frontier; Modern Portfolio Theory; Risk Measures
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I.

INTRODUCTION

According to theory of “Time Value of Money” [1], money
must be invested to earn more money. Money lying idle loses
its value gradually due to factors like inflation. A rational
investment must beat the inflation to keep afloat the value of
money. For investment, money is allocated among several
assets. Portfolio refers to the allocation of wealth (or, money in
hand) among several assets [2]. Assets can be anything like as
gold, real estate, metals, commodities, stocks, bonds, fixed
deposits. These assets can be classified either as risky assets or
risk-free assets [3]. A risky asset is one for which return to be
realized in future in uncertain. For example, stocks are risky
assets. In contrast, a risk-free (or, risk-less) asset is one for
which return to be realized in future is known with certainty
today. For example, a fixed deposit in a bank is risk-free asset.
Stock market portfolio refers to the allocation of wealth
among several stocks. The primary goals of stock market
portfolio management (SMPM) are – maximize the return /
reward / profit and minimize the risk. Stock market portfolio
management consists of two major tasks: first, Portfolio
Construction, also known as Portfolio Selection – where some
particular stocks are selected to invest among a large pool of
available stocks along with their proportions, and second,
Portfolio Optimization – where portfolio is rebalanced
continuously to reflect changes that occur in varying financial
markets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses scope of the research regarding stock market
portfolio management, main objectives, and challenges.
Section III discusses two different approaches to manage
portfolio – active management and passive management.
Section IV analyses elements of risk and provides risk
mitigation techniques for a stock market portfolio. Section V
discusses Markowitz’s risk-return model along with its
criticisms. Section VI extends discussion of Markowitz’s
model and provides enhancements in terms of constraints and
risk measures. Section VII discusses other models to manage

portfolio including Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and
Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) model.
II.

STOCK MARKET PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Many researchers have spent hours and hours to find
different ways to manage stock market portfolio. Their
endeavor is justified in beginning of this section as a scope of
the research. This follows discussion of the primary objectives
associated with stock market portfolio. After this, challenges
related with stock market portfolio management are discussed.
A. Scope of Research
Table-I depicts top 5 gainer and top 5 looser stocks for the
financial year 2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-15 for Indian Stock
Market. It also shows the performance of the overall market in
terms of NIFTY which is an index comprising of the well
diversified 50 stocks trading on the National Stock Exchange
(NSE). For this table, required data has been derived from
http://www.nseindia.com/products/content/equities/indices/hist
orical.
It can be seen that during all these years, some stocks have
given very good performance while some have performed very
poorly. There are number of factors affecting performance of
stocks. It has also been observed that no any stock performs
consistently good forever and no any stock performs
consistently bad forever. For example, HINDALCO performed
poorly during FY 2012-13 giving -28.04% returns. But it gave
very good performance during FY 2013-14 giving 54.58%
returns.
From this table, it can be observed that if stocks and their
proportions are selected carefully, they can yield very good
returns. Also performance of stocks must be tracked and
whenever required portfolio should be balanced for
optimization. This means management of stock market
portfolio possesses high scope of the research. And, this is the
reason – why number of researchers has been attracted towards
management of stock market portfolio.
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TABLE I.

RETURNS OF TOP 5 GAINER AND TOP 5 LOOSER STOCKS ALONG WITH NIFTY DURING FY 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15

FY 2012-13

FY 2013-14

Company

Return
(%)

HCLTECH

FY 2014-15

Company

Return
(%)

Company

Return
(%)

58.60

HCLTECH

76.37

LUPIN

112.51

ASIANPAINT

50.68

TECHMAHINDRA

69.20

MARUTI

91.49

TECHMAHINDRA

47.86

HINDALCO

54.58

CIPLA

86.75

SUNPHARMA

42.82

MARUTI

53.59

BPCL

81.43

ITC

36.35

TATAMOTORS

50.15

SUNPHARMA

78.97

NIFTY

6.86

NIFTY

17.53

NIFTY

26.34

HINDALCO

-28.04

TATAPOWER

-11.16

DLF

-9.57

BHEL

-32.13

IDFC

-14.09

RELIANCE

-12.37

TATASTEEL

-33.68

JINDALSTEEL

-14.60

TATASTEEL

-21.03

JINDALSTEEL

-35.90

NTPC

-16.45

CAIRN

-38.00

BPCL

-45.04

DLF

-30.31

JINDALSTEEL

-47.02

B. Objectives
The primary objectives of the stock market portfolio
management can be stated as below:
 Provided a collection of N stocks, select K stocks to be
included in a portfolio and select proportions/weights
of these K selected stocks,


With the aim of either maximize the return for a given
level of risk or minimize the risk for a given level of
return, and



Continuously assess the performance of portfolio to
rebalance it whenever required.

C. Challenges
Stock market portfolio aims to maximize returns and
minimize risks. But stock performance depends upon number
of factors such as company fundamentals, future scope of
business, government policies, inflation, monetary policies of
Reserve Banks, international crude prices etc. So it becomes
very difficult to select stocks which can give better
performance consistently.
Even if better performance is ignored, to select K stocks out
of pool of N available stocks, there are N!/(K!(N-K)!) different
ways. So selecting 10 stocks out of 100 available stocks gives
around 1013 different permutations. Complexity does not stop
here. The reason is: if selection of stocks falls in a discrete
space, selection of their weights in a portfolio falls in a
continuous space. It can be anything from as low as 0.1 to as
high as 1. This brings the problem of stock market portfolio
under category of NP-Hard problems in terms of computer
algorithms. With either increase in N or in K, it becomes almost
impossible to evaluate each and every combination of stocks
and their proportions in a reasonable time period.
Managing stock market portfolio requires thorough
knowledge of the finance as well as computer science along
with mathematics. This makes the problem of stock market
portfolio management inter disciplinary problem.
Also, stock market portfolio management aims to achieve
two objectives – maximize return and minimize risk. This
makes it a multi objective combinatorial optimization problem.

G
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E
R
S
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E
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Over all, managing stock market portfolio throws a very
stiff challenge to researchers as well as investors and fund
managers.
III.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT APPROACHES

Portfolio management approaches (or strategies) can be
divided into three categories: A) active management, B)
passive management, and C) mix strategy of active and passive
management [4][5]. Active management and passive
management are described in this section.
A. Active Management
Active management [6] believes that financial markets are
not fully efficient and skillful investments can outperform the
aggregate market. Active management exploits market
inefficiencies by buying stocks which are undervalued or short
selling stocks which are overvalued. Market timing – when to
buy, when to sell – is extremely critical for the better
performance of the active management. If this strategy involves
frequent trading, it may generate higher transaction costs
resulting in diminishing returns. The fees associated with active
management will also be higher compared to the passive
management.
Decisions – whether to buy or sell – are taken based on
fundamental analysis and/or technical analysis [7].
Fundamental analysis searches for the real value of a share
using factors such as retained earnings, earnings yield, priceearning (PE) ratio, company fundamentals, government
policies etc. Contrast to this, Technical analysis [8], [9]
searches for the perceptions of the real value of a share using
factors such as historical price & volume data movement. For
this purpose, charts of price-volume movement are used along
with various technical indicators such as Moving Average
(MA), Moving Average Convergence and Divergence
(MACD), Relative Strength Index (RSI), On Balance Volume
(OBV) etc.
This approach is also known as traditional approach. In
India, most of the stock brokers follow this approach for
selecting a portfolio for their clients.
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including large number of stocks simultaneously. This risk is
B. Passive Management
also referred as aggregate risk or undiversified risk. It can be
Passive management [10] believes that financial markets
further subdivided into interest rate risk, inflation risk and
are efficient and it is impossible to beat the market or timing
market risk. Interest rate risk arises due to variability in the
the market consistently. Passive management strives to mimic
interest rates from time to time and affects the borrowing
the performance – in terms of risk and return – of a certain
power of the company. Inflation affects the purchasing power.
benchmark like a stock market index. By this, portfolio gets
It erodes the realized returns. Inflation rates also vary over a
good diversification, extremely low management fees, low
time and affect the profits earned by a company. Market risk
turnover and so low transaction costs. Passive management is
emanates from situations such as recession, natural calamity
often referred as index tracking. A passively managed fund is
during which almost all stocks are affected negatively.
called an indexed exchange traded fund (ETF). Retail investors,
Systematic risk of some particular stock or portfolio can be
interested in passive management, can buy one or more such
known
from its beta – a measure representing how volatile a
ETFs.
stock or a portfolio is compared to the overall market. If beta is
There are two different ways to match the performance of
greater than one, systematic risk is high. If beta is less than one,
an index: full replication and partial replication [4].
systematic risk is low. And if beta equals to one, systematic
In full (or complete) replication, all the stocks comprising
risk is same as that of market.
an index are purchased in the same proportion as in the index.
Unsystematic risk [13] incorporates factors that are internal
By this, a perfect replica of the index is produced. But this
to
a
company, micro in nature, and affects that particular
increases the size of the portfolio, i.e. total number of stocks in
company
or a sector of similar companies. This risk is also
a portfolio. This may also increase transaction cost
referred
as
specific risk, diversified risk, or residual risk. It can
comparatively. Contrast to this, in partial replication, only a
be further subdivided into business risk and financial risk.
subset of stocks comprising an index is purchased. Stocks can
Business risk arises due to factors such as business cycles,
be selected such that each sector can have representation in
technological changes etc. For example, advent of cell phones
portfolio, or, those that have the best chance of good
with in-built cameras has affected the industry of digital
performance. This method reduces transaction costs but
cameras very badly. Financial risk arises due to changes in the
introduces a tracking error – the measure of the deviation of the
capital structure of the company. It is also referred as leveraged
chosen portfolio from the index.
risk. It can be expressed in terms of debt-equity ratio. Large
This approach is also known as modern approach. A model,
amount of the profit of company with high debt will be
developed by Harry Markowitz, also known as modern
neutralized in payment of interest of debt. This will diminish
portfolio theory, or mean variance model, can be used for a
the actual profit of company and so actual returns from the
passive management [11]. This model helps to optimize risk
stock.
and return of a portfolio. This model is described in greater
detail later in this paper.
B. Risk Mitigation
Total risk associated with any stock consists of two risks:
IV. RISK ANALYSIS
systematic risk and unsystematic risk. In other words, total risk
As described earlier, stocks are risky assets to invest in.
= systematic risk + unsystematic risk.
Performance of a stock depends upon a number of factors and
Unsystematic risk of any individual stock can be avoided or
returns that can be incurred in future by investing in stocks are
reduced by combining more than one stocks in a portfolio. This
uncertain. This uncertainty introduces risk for an investor.
strategy is known as risk diversification. The following figure 2
Stock price does not remain constant and varies with time. And
depicts how unsystematic risk and so total risk can be reduced
so varies the return. This variation in returns is the base for the
by increasing the number of stocks in a portfolio.
risk in an investment in stock market. Main factors which cause
In contrast to unsystematic risk, systematic risk cannot be
variations in stock prices are discussed in this section as
diversified. But it can be mitigated by hedging. Simplest way to
elements of risk followed by risk mitigation techniques.
hedge is to buy derivative products such as puts. Systematic
risk can also be reduced by allocating wealth among other
A. Elements of Risk
assets along with stocks. If so, it is again diversification of
The elements of risk – factors causing variations in stock
different kind – in a broader context.
price – can be broadly classified into two categories,
Systematic risk and Unsystematic risk, as shown in following
Fig. 1.
Risk Elements
Systematic Risk
- Interest Rate Risk
- Inflation Risk
- Market Risk

Unsystematic Risk
- Business Risk
- Financial Risk

Figure 1. Risk Elements

Systematic risk [12] incorporates factors that are external to
a company, macro in nature, and affects the overall market

Total
Risk
Unsystematic
Risk
Systematic
Risk
No. of Stocks
Figure 2. Risk Diversification
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levels of risk, there can be different efficient portfolios. The
V. MARKOWITZ’S MODEL
collection of all efficient portfolios is referred as the efficient
A new era began in the field of stock market portfolio
set. It is also referred as the efficient frontier, because in
management with Harry Markowitz’s 1952 revolutionary
graphical representation all the efficient portfolios lie on the
article on portfolio selection [11]. Markowitz simplified the
boundary of the set of feasible portfolios having maximum
task of portfolio management and provided a model to
return for a given level of risk. An optimal portfolio is an
construct portfolio which maximizes return and minimizes risk.
efficient portfolio that suits the risk-return profile of an
Markowitz, father of the modern portfolio theory, awarded with
investor. For different investors, optimal portfolios can be
a Nobel Memorial Prize (jointly) in Economic Science in 1990.
different.
A. Standard Model
The following figure 3 represents feasible set of portfolios
along
with efficient frontier. Portfolios with blue color
Markowitz’s standard model, also known as Mean Variance
represent
efficient (non-dominated) portfolios while remaining
Model or Risk Return Model, is concerned with two properties
ones represent dominated portfolios.
of an asset: Risk and Return. The essence of this model is that,
instead of risk of an individual asset, its contribution to the
Efficient
overall risk of a portfolio is more important. And so,
Frontier
Markowitz’s model is also a form of diversification.
In this model, a portfolio is defined by a vector of real
numbers – containing the weight corresponding to each
available asset. Model then attempts to minimize the risk for a
Return
desired level of return and vice versa. Expected return of an
asset is defined as a mean of the past returns of the asset. Risk
of an asset is defined as a variance of the returns. Expected
Feasible Set
return of the portfolio is defined as a weighted sum of assets’
of
Portfolios
expected return. Risk of the portfolio is defined as sum of the
variances of the assets and covariances among the assets.
Mathematically this model can be represented as given
Risk
below:
For N assets problem,
Figure 3. Efficient Frontier
(1)
C. Multi objective v/s Single objective optimization
subject to
Markowitz’s standard mean variance model is a multi
objective
optimization model. It serves two objectives:
(2)
maximizes returns as well as minimizes risks. If all possible
portfolios are constructed with these two objectives keeping in
mind, result will be entire efficient set of portfolios. But
different investors have different risk-return profiles and an
(3)
individual investor will be interested in only single optimal
portfolio. So it will be costly in terms of time and effort to first
construct entire efficient set and then select optimal portfolio.
(4)
To construct optimal portfolio directly, above objectives are
transformed into two different single objectives as follows:
1) Maximize returns for a given level of risk, or,
(5)
2) Minimize risk for a given level of return.
where is the weight assigned to asset i, is the associated
First objective is applicable for a pre-selected risk level,
expected return, is the covariance between asset i and asset j.
while second objective is applicable for a pre-selected return
Equation (4) specifies budget constraint that the sum of the
level. Both objectives simplify the process of constructing an
asset weights should be equal to 1 (i.e. 100%). Equation (5)
optimal portfolio.
specifies that weights should be positive (i.e. no short selling is
Another way of transforming multi objective optimization
allowed).
into single objective is to introduce risk-return trade-off
coefficient, or a risk aversion parameter, λ ϵ [0, 1]. This
B. Efficient Frontier
strategy has been used in [14]–[17]. With this new
With high expected return comes relatively high risk and
parameter, objective of the model can be expressed as:
vice versa. Markowitz has established this risk-return
relationship for any feasible portfolio. A feasible portfolio is
(6)
any portfolio that can be constructed from the available set of
assets. The collection of all feasible portfolios is referred as a
feasible set of portfolios. Any feasible portfolio, now onwards
If λ
risk is completely avoided and return is
simply referred as portfolio, has associated with it is some risk
maximized. Portfolio may end with up with single asset
and return.
having maximum expected return. If λ
return is
An efficient portfolio is a portfolio with highest expected
completely ignored and risk is minimized. Portfolio may
return among all feasible portfolios with the same risk. It is also
end up with several assets with low variances. By resolving
referred as a mean-variance efficient portfolio or nonthe problem with different values of λ ranging from to
dominated portfolio for a given level of risk. For different
an efficient frontier can be constructed similar to
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including following constraints as per requirements. These
Markowitz’s standard model. An investor has to determine
enhancive constraints are summarized in [19], [22].
an optimal portfolio from this efficient frontier based on
personal risk-return profile. Or, by specifying some
1) Cardinality constraint:
particular value of λ based on risk-return profile of an
This constraint, introduced in [14], restricts the total
investor, an optimal portfolio can be constructed directly.
number of assets to be included in a portfolio. A binary
variable zi is introduced in this constraint. If zi = 1, asset i is
D. Criticisms
present in portfolio. If zi = 0, asset i is absent in portfolio. This
Even though Markowitz’s model has been proved as the
constraint has two versions. The first version, referred as exact
pioneer work for the modern portfolio theory, some critical
version (7), states that the total number of selected assets
issues have been raised for directly using this standard model
should be equal to K. The second version, referred as soft
[18]–[21]. These criticisms are as follows:
version (8), provides lower bound (KL) and/or upper bounds
Expected return of a stock is considered equal to mean of
(KU) on this number.
the past returns. But stock returns are never consistent and it is
wrong to expect that if stock has performed either poor or good
(7)
in past, it will continue to do so.
To calculate mean and variance as a measure of return and
risk respectively for a stock, past returns are used. But length of
the duration, i.e. past period, is not specified clearly. Mean and
(8)
variance can be different for different past durations – such as 1
year, 6 month, 1 month etc. Also measured risk cannot be
This constraint facilitates portfolio management and
constant forever as it can change rapidly due to some
helps to reduce its management costs.
catastrophic, unpredictable events.
A risk measure, variance, equally accounts for upward and
2) Floor-ceiling constraints:
downward deviation. But in reality, investors are only
These constraints, introduced in [23], specify lower
concerned about loses represented by downward deviation. So,
and/or upper bounds on the weight of each asset to be included
upward movements are not harmful and should not be
in a portfolio. The floor constraint, i.e. lower bound (Wmin),
considered as a risk measure.
prevents very small allocations of capital to many assets in a
Model assumes that markets are efficient and all investors
portfolio. This helps to reduce administrative and transaction
are rational and risk-averse which may not be true for all
costs. The ceiling constraint, i.e. upper bound (Wmax), prevents
investors. It is also assumed that all information is available to
too large allocation of capital to single asset in a portfolio. This
all investors at the same time. In reality, market may contain
helps to minimize risk by sharing it among several assets and
insider trading, better informed investors, etc. Correlations
maintaining diversification. Mathematically these constraints
between stocks are assumed to be fixed and constant forever
can be represents as
which is also not possible for real world stocks.
(9)
Investors may not be clear with their desired returns as well
as risk tolerances – two essential elements to construct
3) Class/Sector weight constraint:
portfolios with Markowitz’s model.
This constraint, adopted in [24], [25], specifies lower
Model does not allow short selling, i.e. selling stocks (or
and/or upper bounds on the weight of class or sector of assets.
derivative futures) in advance – which is a necessity for
For example, stocks from the Oil and Gas industry may
hedging purposes. Also model does not put any caps on total
represent one sector. This constraint is very similar to floornumber of stocks in a portfolio. This may result in a portfolio
ceiling constraints. The difference is, instead of restricting
with large number of stocks many of them with minor
weights of individual assets between lower and upper bound,
proportions. Weights of stocks are represented as real values.
sum of weights of assets belonging to a same sector is restricted
But in reality buying or selling of fractional stocks is not
between some lower and upper bound. Let M be the set of
possible.
classes or sectors C1, . . . , CM, Wminm and Wmaxm be lower and
Fundamental and/or technical analysis can play a crucial
upper bounds (respectively) for class m, this constraint can be
role in stock selection for buying/selling – which is not
expressed as
considered at all in this model.
Transaction costs and taxes are not considered – which may
play crucial role in determining actual returns.
(10)
VI.

MARKOWITZ’S MODEL – ENHANCEMENTS

Criticisms described in the previous section suggest that
Markowitz’s standard model cannot be applied to the real
world stock market portfolio management directly. To
overcome
these
criticisms
researchers
have
proposed/implemented considerable enhancements to the
Markowitz’s standard model in terms of various constraints and
different risk measures. These enhancements are discussed in
this section.
A. Constraints
Markowitz’s model imposes two constraints: Budget
constraint and No short-selling. This model can be enhanced by

4) Short sales constraint:
In the Markowitz’s standard model, weights of assets
are non-negative which means no short selling is allowed. But
in real world, some markets allow investors to sell assets that
are not yet owned by them in expectation of price falling. For
short selling, asset weights should be allowed to have negative
values. Such type of relaxation was introduced in [26]. This can
be expressed as given below by replacing constraint (5).
(11)
5) Roundlot or Minimum lot constraint:
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In some markets, such as Japanese one, buying and
confidence level) of that loss, and the time horizon. As
selling of assets must be done in a multiple of the minimum
explained in [31], consider a portfolio with 1-day VaR of $1
transaction lots. Different assets can have different minimum
million at the 99% confidence level. This means that there is a
tradable lots. Such lots are also referred as round. In such cases,
1% (derived as 100-99) chance that the value of the portfolio
weight wi of an asset i in a portfolio can be expressed as
will lose by $1 million or more during one day.
3) Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR):
(12)
Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR), introduced in [32]
and optimized in [33], [34] can be considered to be an
where li is a lot size for the asset i and ci is the buying price for
extension of VaR. It is also called Mean Excess Loss, Mean
asset i. This approach was first used in [27].
Shortfall or Tail VaR. Whereas VaR finds minimum level of
6) Turnover constraint:
loss to be expected, CVaR finds the expected (or average) loss,
This constraint controls the amount of money that can
given that a loss has occurred. So, the value of CVaR will be at
be traded – for buy as well as sell. This constraint is useful to
least as high as VaR and mostly higher. By this, it helps
control the transaction costs.
investors to know the extent of risk. Mathematically, CVaR is
According to [24], if there is a change in weight wi of
derived by taking a weighted average between the VaR and
asset i, the difference between current weight wi and previous
losses exceeding VaR.
weight wi’ must be greater or equal to some threshold ∆. This
The detailed comparative analysis between VaR
constraint can be expressed as
versus CVaR is given in [35].
(13)
4) Sharpe Ratio (SR):
Also, the sum of the absolute change between current
Sharpe ratio, introduced in [36] and revised in [37],
and previous allocation must be less than given maximum
helps to calculate risk-adjusted return. It is a measure of the risk
turnover ratio TR. This can be expressed as
premium, or excess return, per unit of total risk of a portfolio.
Higher the Sharpe ratio, better will be the return with the same
unit of risk. The mathematical formula for Sharpe ratio can be
(14)
expressed as
In the similar way, different constraints for buying and
selling are proposed in [28] as given below.
(15)
max
max

(16)

where Bi and Si represent maximum buying and selling
threshold respectively.
B. Risk Measures
In Markowitz’s standard mean-variance model, a variance
is considered as a risk measure which equally accounts underperformance as well as over-performance. But matter of worry
for investors is only under-performance. And so, variance as a
risk measure remained at the center among criticisms of this
model. Other risk measures, except from variance, are
discussed here.
1) Semi-Variance / Downside Risk:
Markowitz recognized limitations of the variance as a
risk measure and he himself proposed another risk measure in
[18] to account only downside movements of the return
distribution. This measure is known as semi-variance or down
side risk. Semi-variance is an average of the squared
deviations of returns that are less than the mean return [29].
The mathematical formula for semi-variance can be expressed
as
–

(17)

where is a return at time period t, µ is the mean return, and n
is total number of returns below mean return.
2) Value-at-Risk (VaR):
P. Jorion defined Value-at-Risk (VaR) as a measure of
the worst expected loss over a given time period under normal
market conditions at a given level of confidence in [30]. VaR is
measured in three variables: a potential loss, probability (or

(18)
where p refers to portfolio, Rp is a mean return of the portfolio
p, Rf is a return of benchmark index or risk-free return, σp is a
standard deviation of a portfolio p. Here (Rp - Rf ) represents
risk premium or excess return.
5) Mean-Absolute Deviation:
Mean-Absolute Deviation (MAD) is the average of
absolute deviations from a mean value. Let {x1,x2,…xn} be the
data set and µ is the mean value of this data set. The
mathematical expression for MAD can be expressed as
–

(19)

A portfolio optimization model given in [38] uses
MAD as a risk measure. In this model, risk of a portfolio is
defined as
(20)
where N is a total number of assets, T is a time horizon, wi is a
weight of asset i, rit is a return of asset i at time t, and ri is a
mean return of asset i. As the covariance matrix is not required
to measure risk in this model, it is easier to handle compared to
Markowitz’s model. The main short coming of MAD is that it
accounts upward and downward deviations equally as in
variance.
6) Mean Semi-Absolute Deviation(MSAD):
Mean Semi-Absolute Deviation (MSAD) combines
the concept of semi-variance with MAD to overcome the
drawback of later. A portfolio selection model based on MSAD
as a risk measure is given in [39]. In this model, risk of
portfolio is defined as
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the researchers from the finance, mathematics and computer
science area along with investors and fund managers. Paper
(21)
min
began with describing basic terms such as portfolio, stock
market portfolio management, risky and risk-free assets. Main
where N is a total number of assets, T is a time horizon, wi
activities required to manage portfolio, scope of the research
is a weight of asset i, rit is a return of asset i at time t, and ri is a
behind this problem, and challenges associated with managing
mean return of asset i.
portfolio are described. There are mainly two approaches to
manage portfolio – active management and passive
VII. OTHER MODELS
management. Investor or fund manager can go with any
The solution for the problem of stock market portfolio
approach based on various factors such as return targets, risk
management lies on the intersection of finance, mathematics
profiles, knowledge regarding financial and stock market
and computer science, and realizing its importance,
domain, knowledge about fundamental and technical analysis,
considerable amount of research within each of these three
confidence level, assumptions about efficiency of markets, etc.
fields have been done. This section briefly summarizes some of
As stocks are risky assets, investment made in stock market is
the other models proposed by various well known researchers
risky. Risk associated with a stock can be classified as
to manage stock market portfolio.
systematic risk and unsystematic risk. Systematic risk can be
mitigated by hedging while unsystematic risk can be mitigated
A. Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
through diversification, i.e. investing in more than one stock.
The Capital Asset Pricing Model, given in [40],
Markowitz simplified the task of portfolio management and
concentrates on the risk and return of a single asset rather than
provided a mean-variance model that proved to be a pioneering
entire portfolio, contrast to Markowitz’s modern portfolio
work for portfolio management. This model works on a duality
theory. According to this model, the expected return of an asset
of features – return, measured as a mean of the past returns, and
or a portfolio is equal to the rate of risk-free return plus a risk
risk, measured as a variance or standard deviation of the past
premium. Mathematically, this can be expressed as
returns. This is a multi-objective model which maximizes
returns for a given level of risk or minimizes risks for a given
(22)
level of return. This model also drew serious criticisms to adopt
where ra is expected return of an asset a, rf is a risk-free return,
it for real world portfolio management. To overcome this,
rm is expected market return, and βa is a measure of volatility
various alternative constraints can be utilized to enhance this
(sensitivity) of an asset a in relation to the market. The market
model such as cardinality constraint, floor-ceiling constraints,
has a β of 1.0. Individual assets’ β is determined based on how
class/sector weight constraint, short sales constraint, round lot
volatile they are with respect to the market. If β is greater than
or minimum lot constraint and turnover constraint. Similarly,
1 for any asset, that asset is considered to be more volatile
alternative risk measures can be used such as semi-variance or
compared to market. If β is less than 1 for any asset, that asset
downside risk, value-at-risk, conditional value-at-risk, Sharpe
is considered to be less volatile compared to market. High-beta
ratio, mean-absolute deviation, and mean semi-absolute
stocks may provide high returns with high risks, while low-beta
deviation. At end, two other well known models – capital asset
stocks may provide low returns with low risks. Same is also
pricing model and arbitrage pricing theory model – are
applicable to the portfolio. The β of a portfolio p can be given
introduced.
as
Even though tremendous work has been done to provide
better solutions for this problem, this is ever evolving problem.
(23)
There are great scopes for the future research to enhance the
solution quality in terms of alternative risk and return
measures, additional constraints, stock selection, their
B. Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) Model
proportion selection, optimization, etc.
In contrast to CAPM which is a single factor model (based
on expected of whole market), Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT)
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